Character Glossary from THE CARVER and THE IVORY QUEEN

THE OLD WORLD (FAIRY TALE REALM)
Florindale/The Woodlands
Queen Avoria of Florindale – the once-benevolent queen who went dark after an incident involving a
serpent engineered to steal the souls of giants. Avoria plans to build an empire on the New World and
exhume absolute rule, but needs to find eight core souls to do so. As of THE UNSEEN, she has seven.
Dominick Bellamy – the crown king of Florindale and Avoria’s husband. Following his banishment,
Bellamy reluctantly accompanied Crescenzo DiLegno to the Old World and confronted Queen Avoria.
Violet – Avoria’s stepdaughter. The morally gray fairy guardian of the Old World.
Dr. Victor Frankenstein – engineered the snake responsible for attacking and corrupting Queen Avoria. He
has since gone into hiding, with many people curious about the research notes he left behind.
Snow White – the seventh of eight core souls Avoria needs to ascend to power.
Prince William Chandler Arrington (Liam) – Snow’s husband. After being banished to the New World,
he accompanied Crescenzo DiLegno to Florindale, but was turned to gold in battle against Avoria.
Hansel – a good-natured commoner who has been searching high and low for his sister, Gretel. Queen
Avoria used Hansel as her huntsman, sending him after the “core souls” she needed to ascend to power.
Garon – leader of the seven miners.
Finn – one of the seven miners. The cleanest of the seven.
Jinn – one of the seven miners. The dirtiest of the seven.
Wayde – one of the seven miners. Has a bit of a nervous tic. Accompanied Crescenzo to the Old World.
Zid – one of the seven miners. Is a known dragon enthusiast.
Chann – one of the seven miners. Food connoisseur.
Bo – one of the seven miners. A bit of a jock; loves physical activity.

The Order of the Bell
Hua Mulan – Liam’s tutor. A fierce warrior and the only survivor of the battle of the thousand. She
accompanied Crescenzo to the Old World.
Merlin – famed magician of Florindale
Augustine Rose – resident of the Woodlands. A fierce hunter with an aptitude for guns and bows.
Jacob Isaac Holmes – a cursed man who has taken on a beastly form, granting him brute strength.
James Hook – a known pirate lord with a bit of a temper and a hook for a hand.
Quasimodo – the bell ringer. Watches for danger and communicates with Violet to assemble the Order.

THE NEW WORLD (THE WORLD WE KNOW)
Crescenzo DiLegno (Enzo) – 15. The son of Pinocchio. Journeyed to Florindale with Pietro Volo and
Rosana Trujillo to rescue his parents from Queen Avoria, but was subsequently separated from them and
woke up in The World Between. Recently inherited an ivory carving knife when he arrived in the Old World.
Rosana Trujillo – 15. The daughter of Alice. Lived in New York’s subways for six months while she looked
for her mother. When she met Crescenzo, the two became friends and she accompanied him to the Old
World to rescue their families. Her red hoodie/cloak renders her invisible when she desires. She is currently
in The World Between as of The Unseen.
Zack Volo – 15. The son of Peter Pan. Crescenzo’s childhood best friend and neighbor. It is hinted that
Zack inherited his father’s ability to fly and control his shadow, but he was abducted as one of Avoria’s core
souls. He is now in The World Between.
Alicia Trujillo (Alice) – Rosana’s mother. Former resident of the Old World, but she had become jaded by
childhood and tired of being misunderstood. One of the eight core souls abducted by Avoria.
Pino DiLegno (Pinocchio) – Crescenzo’s father. Former resident of the Old World, but he had become
jaded by childhood and tired of being told what to do. One of the eight core souls abducted by Avoria.
Before his abduction, he carved a series of figurines that led Crescenzo to Florindale.
Pietro Volo (Peter Pan) – Zack’s father. Crescenzo’s neighbor and mentor. Former resident of the Old
World, but he had become jaded by childhood and tired of not being taken seriously. One of the eight core
souls abducted by Avoria.
Wendy Darling-Volo – Zack’s mother. Former resident of the Old World, but she decided to accompany
Peter Pan to the New World on a “grand adventure”: adulthood. One of the core souls abducted by Avoria.
Carla DiLegno – Crescenzo’s mother. The first to be abducted in Avoria’s plan to steal the core souls and
ascend to power. Recently learned that her husband is Pinocchio.
Madame Esme – a mysterious carnival fortune-teller who told Enzo to stop Avoria at all costs.

THE WORLD BETWEEN (WONDERLAND)
Gretel – Hansel’s sister. Has a mysterious ability to make moonflowers grow with her tears. Was dragged into
Wonderland by Queen Avoria.
Geppetto – Pino’s father. He has been looking for Pino for many years.
King Cornelius Redding (The King of Hearts) – shrewd ruler who means to dominate Wonderland and
get revenge on Alice, who he believes killed the Queen of Hearts.
Matthew Hadinger – mysterious resident of Wonderland who plays an important role for the Spades.
Chazk – servant and guard to the King of Hearts.

